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BNP eagerly spreading confusion around H money 
Apparently, it is the thing to do 

This piece from an economist at BNP, which the FT thought worth publishing, is perhaps the best 
example I have seen of the naïveté around what might actually be achieved by monetary-fiscal policy 
coordination.  

Here is the money passage: 

While we wait for the new academic underpinnings to emerge, the answer to the global 
economy’s quandary lies in bold, coordinated monetary policy in concert with fiscal measures, 
adding up to something close to debt monetisation. That is where governments issue debt to 
finance spending and the central bank purchases the debt on secondary markets, thereby 
increasing the money supply.  

This may not work, either, but the worst-case outcome would be too much inflation, and inflation 
is an enemy we know and, crucially, know how to fight with the trusty, traditional arsenal. 

The most striking aspect is that the economist suggests that we should go directly to monetization, before 
the theoretical kinks are worked out.  Well, obviously!  Similarly, while the medical theory behind 
migraines is being worked out, let’s go to lobotomy for any patient with a bad headache.  

Imagine the the policy were to work 

More seriously, let’s imagine how the world – or to be more tangible, the USA – would look if something 
“close to debt monetization” were put in place upon return to the lower bound on rates and were actually 
to work.  This may seem like an obvious thing to do.  But a lot of helicopter (H) money advocates confuse 
themselves and their readers by proposing an extreme remedy and then implicitly assuming the 
persistence of macro conditions that the remedy is designed to correct.  Specifically, they assume 
Schrodinger’s policy rate, under which the constraints of the zero bound are lifted, and yet the effects of a 
move back to positive rates are conveniently overlooked. 

To avoid that side effect of laziness, let’s trace though a scenario in which the Treasury were to do a fiscal 
expansion of, say, $500 billion (on top of the pre-existing deficit) for two years, with the program 
supported by the Fed doing $1 billion additional QE.    1

 We could use smaller numbers.  Monetization enthusiasts with an understanding of arithmetic often do. For example, this formal 1

paper by the academic Jordi Gali assumes a program of 1% of GDP or roughly 1/5 what I ask you to imagine.   Gali argues that 
under the most realistic assumptions, the excess inflation produced by such a program would be merely irksome.  I would say that 
Gali does a great job of respecting the logic of money-financed fiscal expansion, which puts him far ahead of the competition, but 
that he assumes far too large a response in the real economy to what turns out to be a very minor fiscal expansion. If it takes only 
1% of GDP, then why are we even having this discussion? Why not just announce the desired modest inflation overshoot and leave 
money finance out of it?  I suspect, but cannot prove, that current and former senior staffers at the Fed took a similar position, 
when suggesting here that a modeling approach very similar to Gali’s actually confirms the case against H money.  On my reading, 
they suggest that Gali respects the logic, but gets to the wrong conclusion via some unrealistic assumptions, including scaling.  
Despite that, the recent publication of a gated update of Gali’s paper, by NBER, has inevitably been cited by H money enthusiasts 
as evidence that their pet project is on.  I really doubt many of them have even 

read it. 
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https://www.ft.com/content/e62a7ce6-d863-11e9-8f9b-77216ebe1f17
http://www.crei.cat/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/gmoney_dec2018.pdf
http://www.crei.cat/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/gmoney_dec2018.pdf
https://www.brookings.edu/research/money-financed-fiscal-programs-a-cautionary-tale/


Under this “close to” monetization, the Fed would end up with $1 trillion of excess reserves on the liability 
side of its balance sheet.  So, we would get the “money-financed” fiscal expansion that enthusiasts 
presumably assume would work.  One obvious manifestation of the “working” would be a cure of the zero 
bound on interest rates.  That is, economic conditions would presumably firm up enough to allow short-
term interest rates to begin to rise. 

The Fed, then, would have to pay the market rate of interest on $1 trillion in additional reserves.   2

Piercing, the Fed-Treasury veil, this scenario ends up being identical, from a public finance perspective, 
with what would have developed if the Treasury had simply financed the fiscal expansion with overnight 
bills and no help from QE.  This highlight an important point:  Deficits + QE are not akin to monetization.  
Not even close. 

It is not hard to anticipate a complaint from H money enthusiasts here: why do I assume the Fed raises 
rates simply in response to economic conditions having firmed to the point where rate hikes would be 
justified on conventional grounds?  The answer to that question takes us to a more realistic assessment 
of what a money-financed fiscal expansion would actually involve. 

Inflation marks the monetization, not vice versa 

Under the actual logic of a helicopter drop, or H money, the Fed would conduct policy so as to ensure that 
nominal demand were allowed to overshoot by enough to allow the demand for durably-zero-interest 
bearing currency to rise by the $1 trillion dollars (in PV terms if you like).   

To achieve that would require a lot of inflation, given that the currency stock is currently only $1.75 trillion, 
and given further that any contemplation of a huge rise of nominal demand must inevitably involve 
inflation, even if the starting point is low inflation and the presence of some unemployment.  To have 
nominal demand overshoot by 4% could be mostly real. To have it overshoot by 40% would be mostly 
inflation.  3

  
It might easily require a doubling of the general price level, particularly if the demand for currency were to 
fall relative to nominal income in response to the inflation itself.  Of course, we don’t really know, because 
once we shock the price level so dramatically, we can’t actually predict how demand for currency will 
evolve.  Closely related, once a large increase of the effective monetary base becomes the target of 
monetary policy, the path of the general price level is likely to become indeterminate, beyond up a lot.  

But sure, try it anyway.  Given that the “theory” around this is presumably uncertain, the obvious thing to 
do is to go straight to a policy that is likely to require accepting hyper-inflation and would therefore 
inevitably be reneged upon.  Clearly, that is where the “answer lies.” 

So what?   

Of course, sarcasm is the lowest form of humor and street economists eager to get into the print media 
sometimes present unfairly soft targets. So, what is the practical implication here? 

I have been over this before.  And I concede I repeat myself on the grounds that this zombie won’t stay 
down.  But I see two practical implications.   

First, monetary-fiscal cooperation is coming at some point, but it is likely to involve conventional fiscal 
stimulus accompanied by “yield curve control.”  Such a mixture will have zero to do with monetization or 
anything close and it will be calibrated to the achievement of conventional objectives, like growth and 
inflation, and will definitely not cue off monetary base expansion designed to finance a fiscal program. 

 The Fed pays roughly the market rate of interest on excess reserves in all cases, as a matter of current operating procedure. But 2

that is more obviously relevant when there is a market rate to pay.  

 This logic is incorporated in the formal theoretical work cited earlier in this note, although it becomes more explicit when a 3

plausibly large — as opposed to derisively small — program is considered. 
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Second, such an effort is likely to be very helpful.  But it is not a panacea for dealing with lowflation and 
the constraints imposed by the zero bound.  Central bankers are aware that there is no truly plausible 
“quantitative” backstop to be used in the event that they were to stumble into recession before their formal 
inflation objectives have been achieved — let alone exceeded, as I believe they desire.  And that 
consideration will tend to keep them dovish relative to what would otherwise be the case. 

So my quibble here is not a hawkish message.  It is simply about respecting simple logic and not getting 
carried off by fairy tales.     
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